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Internal
June month was mainly focused on activities related to the upcoming graduate student orientations.
With the coordination of FGS, DAGS has been kept in loop for the Fall orientations.
I have been working with the engineering students and DEGS society executives, specially in
sexton campus so that they can feel DAGS is easily accessible to them and for them. Myself, VPFO
and VP-Academic had meeting with Dr. Newhook, Dr. Donaldson and Dr. Devonan-Wright for
August 9th at 9 am in the FGS meeting room (314 Henry Hicks Building) where we addressed
some of the key sexton student issues as well as international student issues. The agenda was too
aware them about some underlying issues (discrimination, departmental treatment of students in
general...etc.).
DAGS also collected survey after that meeting from sexton students indicating the key issues of
students and overall experience with university faculty and services.
I am continuous taking the feedback from the current sexton students about their requirements.
Some of the points I concluded from the discussion with the students are listed below:
•

Food services at sexton and their hours;

•

Student Supervisor relations; Low research Funding for the international students.

•

Number of TA, assigned to the number of students;

•

TA reimbursement / Pay;

•

Summer Tuition Fees (weather you take the course or not in Summer, especially for
international students);

•

Summer Courses (Graduate students was offered to take UG courses in Summer due to
faculty unavailability);

•

No special help to find any co-op for the respective programs;

University/ DSU/ CFS/ External relations
The meeting and feedback has been continuously taken from the students and Dalhousie
communities either in team or individual form. I had meet a lot of students during this time in

sexton lounge area about there feedback related to their respective programs and funding as well
as the resources provided to them against their expectations from the university. I had found that
at some point we failed to fulfill the engineering student requirement of expectation. Most of them
felt that they don’t get enough from what there are paying.
Also working with the international center to provide more support to international students,
discussing more about how the international student can provide more and accurate information to
international students.
Also working with the various departments about providing a proper orientation to students who
started school in Winter term. Some of the department claims that they conduct a departmental
orientation, but I personally talk to the students who joined in last winter and they confirm there
was no such thing as departmental orientation, there is only one orientation that was conducted by
FGS.
Most of the time while working as Director of Engineering, architecture and planning, I personally
feel that in spite of most graduate students and/or international students stayed and studied at
Sexton campus(Engineering Campus), There is so much less services provided to them. They don’t
even have basic food services in exam time as well after 4 o’clock in the evening. We have been
working with them for a long time but could find the proper solution for that. The next director
should be more focused on this. There is not so much awareness among the students about DAGS
and DEGS, One more thing I would like to pass a note to next director that Please keep pushing
DEGS as this term DEGS would not been so much present at the sexton campus still we manage
to keep our attendance at sexton by doing different events and AGM at sexton campus.
Also representing DAGS at various weekly medication workshops hosted by Faculty of Medicine.
There is no awareness about this events/workshop among the students, Please keep the DAGS
members and students posted about all this events. This would be very helpful to the students and
it is free of cost, I personally believe that this kind of workshop would help everyone to release
their stress level.
I was holding office hours for winter term and almost attend every council and board meeting
during my time (what my schedule offers me)as director. As a part of DAGS, we organized various
events during the orientation week. Those will be success for DAGS this year. I must say DAGS
executive committee did their hard work to make this all works. Cheers to our Team. In mean time,
We moved our office from old place to DSU forth floor. This was kind of late but at the end we
got DAGS office. I was working with Electrical engineering department to help them organizing
graduate student conference with DAGS this year, but depending on our tight budget in last term,
we were not able to help them to provide any kind of sponsorship but redirected them to DEGS
where they might have been got some help. Unfortunately, that thing was not working out in the
end, but Electrical Engineering department hold a graduate conference with the help of FGS. I
have been actively working to promote various events from DAGS among students particularly
Engineering. I was actively promoting our AGM which was held on March 7,2019 among students,
where we made some quite heart-throbbing changes to Bylaws of DAGS.
We, As DAGS, advocate on behalf of international students as there was 11.8% hike in
international student tuition fees. I promote various activities that was going on campus about this

to international students. We also promote the joint rally of DSU,DISA and DAGS to advocate for
the budget proposed by Dalhousie Board of Governor's.
Past DAGS Events and Glimpse
DAGS has organized Graduate Student Summer BBQ at Tupper Quad. We marked our presence
at Dalhousie Society Fair too. DAGS also hosted a boat cruise above the Tall Ship Silva for
Dalhousie graduate students on September 21, 2018, Friday.

Photo has been taken at Graduate Student Summer BBQ at Tupper Quad

Photo has been taken at Dalhousie Society Fair 2018

Glimpse of the Graduate boat Tall Ship Silva cruise Event
Communication is always my strong extra personal skills. I was doing my best to help students
either directly or indirectly. I am actively communicating with DEGS to be a prime focus for me.
If I have not yet contacted your society to arrange a meeting, please be on the lookout for a request
to meet. If you would like to meet with me sooner, please send me an email to director1@dags.ca
and I will arrange a meeting as soon as possible.
This year, there is a particular focus to work with the DSU Food Bank to raise awareness about
food insecurity –especially for graduate students and engage students with this vital service. I had
find some of the volunteer’s who is ready to serve DSU Food Bank if DSU offered something in
sexton campus during summer time.
Services
Please send an email to me or Victor, or come to the Office, if there is anything you or your society
needs. Feel free to include me on any correspondence, and I will do my best to provide further
support in which you think you can add me in the loop and that has to be taken care of.
Programming and Events
A Main focus has been to participate in the planning of orientation events, BBQ for graduate
students, Society Fair, FGS Counsel Meetings as well as Graduate Student Experience Advisory
Committee Meeting relevant to graduate students, especially for the international students’

orientations. I am trying my best to help the Dalhousie communities as well as any interested
societies that seek DAGS support and engagement.
Path to success (for upcoming director)
Personally, I would like to tell you few things to keep you in your mind. First and most important
thing is communication is always a best key to anything. If you don’t know anything, ask people
around they might have a way around it or know a better solution. Always keep in your mind that
DAGS members will be your 1st and foremost priority. I think sexton campus still needs so much
support in terms of everything so always work with the other executive committee members and
tries to provide more and more support to engineering students. They really need helps. Sometimes
you feel they know the answer and a way how to solve the problem, but they don’t have clear idea
about where to go and whom to contact about any specific matter. There are so many students who
had, have been and still suffering due to student-supervisor relation, I have worked around this for
a long time, I hope you would continue working on your term as well and Wish you all the best if
you succeed to find any solution in favor of DAGS members. Always respect your team mates.
Keep one thing in your mind that “NEVER BURN ANY BRIDGE”. You won’t know how that
person will help you in the future. If you might have any questions, I am more than happy to
answer them. I am reachable on patel.jay@dal.ca
Cheers to DAGS Executive Committee 2018/2019
I am very much thankful to all the DAGS Executive Committee members for showing their
excellent support to graduate students this year. I must say Executive Committee built DAGS from
scratch literally. This is a big successful year for DAGS. And for upcoming Executive body, You
all have solid ground now to battle for graduate students, Wish you all very best of luck for
2019/2020.

